Axonal transport of neurofilament proteins in IDPN neurotoxicity.
The neurofibrillary changes produced by IDPN are the consequence of the ability of the agent to impair the slow axonal transport of neurofilaments. The susceptibility of various neurons to this effect depends upon their neurofilament content; neurofilament-rich large caliber axons are severely affected. In motor neurons the half-velocities of neurofilament proteins are reduced 2-10 fold, while tubulin and other slow component constituents are only mildly altered. Optic nerve fibers are intermediate in vulnerability, and small neurofilament-poor fibers have little change in slow transport. The agent acts directly on the axon, and the transport defect is expressed all along the course of susceptible axons. Similar alterations in neurofilament transport have recently been found with 3,4-dimethyl-2,5-hexanedione, indicating that similar pathogenetic mechanisms can occur with toxic agents other than IDPN.